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The goal of the Solar System Visualization (SSV) project is tore-explore the planets using the
data from previous National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) planetary missions
and to create new materials for science, education find public information. Major prcxlucts from
this activity include a series of Global Science Maps (GSM), videos ancl interactive CII-ROMS for
each planet in the solar system, “1’hcse products will display:
(a) time dependent planetary phenomenon,
(b) high resolution mosaics of surfaces,
(c) pcrspcctivc views of tllrec-ditlletlsiollal topography,
(d) a visual image. catalog of surfaces, atmospheres and rings.
I;xamining, organizing, processing and presenting images of surfi~ccs and atmospheres is a
fundamental problem in space science. Current systems provide t}~c ability to process planetary
data into individual images, but are limited in their ability to provide interactive access to large
variable-resolution 2-11 and 3-11 global maps. ‘1’hc SSV project is creating an interactive system for
scientists which provides the ability to create Global Science Maps, ‘1’hc systcm will allow
scientists to continuously control the position, flight path and motion of a set of virtual cameras.
‘1’hc cameras will provide three-dimensional pcrspcclivc views or time-lapse sequences of global
maps and regions.
The maps arc constructed from mosaics of variable-resolution planetary images. }’crspcctive
viewing provides a natural viewing geometry for identifying and comparing planetary features.
‘1’imc-lapse sequences provide a natural technique for viewing atmospheric dynamics. “1’hc
processing steps and virtual camera motion control executed by the scicnt ist will bc saved by the
interactive system so that the same views could be used in benchmarks and scientific presentations
and shared with colleagues and students. ‘J’his paper discusses the current state of the SSV project
and provides some examples of work in progress.
IDrwious Work
Over the last tbirly years a number of systems have been dcvclopc.d to assist scientists in
analyzing individual images and pairs of images. “1’hc most widely used of these is the Video
lmagc Communicant ion and Retrieval (VICAR) program developed at Jet Propulsion 1.aboratory’s
(JPI. ) Multimission image Processing laboratory (MIP1 ,), VICAR is the primary analysis
package used for NASA planetary science missions. VICAR includes contributions from scicnt ists
throughout NASA and the academic communities. JP1ls image Processing Applications and
l>cvc]opmcnt Section has been a pioneer in the dcvclopmcnt of image pmccssing and visualization
software for Planetary and Har[h Science applications. “1’hc VICAR image processing library
contains over 250 programs developed by J]’]. and contributing scientists for the processing of
planetary images. included in this library are programs to: (1) navigate images to determine
planetary coordinates, (2) compute and correct for photometric functions to produce, calibrated
uniformly illuminated images, (~) transform images using a variety of map projections, and (4)
mosaic map projcctcd images together to produce global maps, ‘l’he complctc VICAR library will
also bc available oJl Unix systems sometime in the next fcw years. “J’he P]anctary ]mage
Cartographic System (PICS) clcvelopcd by the I]nited States Geological Survey will also be
available on [Jnix systems in the same time frame. “1’his will greatly increase the access lo VJCAR
and PICS by the science community. SoJnc VICAR and PI(X map projection programs arc
already available OJ] l)nix workstations.

IJI ,1986, the J})l. Visualization & liarth Science Applications (VI!SA) group began the
dcvc]opmcnt of a series of visualization tools designed for llarth Science applications. ‘1’hcsc too]s
include ray casting programs which render rca]istic t]ll”e.c-diJllcj~siolla] perspective views of
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surfaces from image and topographic data. ‘1’hc 31>1 program enablccl the user to define a sequence
of perspective viewing points. 3111 can bc used to define a flight path through t}~ree-cli~~lel~sior~al
space. Unfortunately, 3111 requiled the user to input a large number of parameters and runs only
cm machines with a VMS opemting system, 3111 is a prototype system, and is somewhat difficult
to use. A new program called Surveyor has been under development for the last few years to
replace 31>1, Surveyor is designed to run an Unix workstations. Both 3111 and Surveyor have
been used by their developers to produce several successful experimental scientific visualizations.
3111 was used to produce “I .A the Movie” and “Mars the Movie” and Surveyor to produce
“Monterey the Bay.” In this same time frame, mmbcrs of the JI]l. lmagc Analysis Systems (lAS)
group were experimenting with sciemce analysis and visuali7,ation algorithms on a Concumnt
lmagc Processing ‘1’estbcd (Cl l)’l’).
Solar System Visualization l’rojccl, the beginning
‘1’hc Solar System Visualization (SSV) project began with the Neptune lincounter. On August
25, 1989, the Voyager 2 spacecraft approached to within 4400 kilometers of the top of Neptune’s
atmosphere. ‘J’he encounter with Neptune completed Voyager’s Grand ‘1’our of the outer solar
systcm. ‘1’hc science community and the public were intensely interested in this outermost of the
gas giants and its mysterious retrograde moon, “J’riton. During the months prior to the closest
approach, a few scientists from the Voyager imaging team, in collaboration with Ml]’]., I AS and
111A]. personnel, tied the three. labs together through a high-speed network to form a visualization
pipeline. This team of scientists and technologists worked together to develop new visualization
and anal ysis algorithms specifically y for the Ncpt mm llncountcr. Nine visualization segments were
created using the new algorithms in the few weeks surrounding the encounter. Figure 1 is cm c)f
the 29 high resolution images of Neptune’s Great IIark Spot (GIIS) used to create a “feature
locked” animation of this storm systcm. in the animation, the images are “feature locked” so that
the observer moves in a reference frame which is fixed at the center of the GIIS. in this way, the
mot ion of the CH>S about its own center is casil y observed, “l”his animation of the GIJS pmvidcd
the first indication of the anticyc]onic motion of the GDS and the first measure of its rotation
period.
The team of scienti S(S and technologists cent inucc] to work together after the Neptune encounter
and the SSV project was born, ‘1’hc team produced a series of animations entitled “’1’he Voyager
Science Summary” using the Voyager data set, IJigurc 2 shows another use of “feature locking”
};igure 2 is a single frame from an animation which compares the view of Jupiter’s Great Red Spot
as seen by the Voyager 1 spacecraft with a view of the same area three months later as imaged by
the Voyager 2 spacecraft, ‘J’he SSV team has continued to adapt clcnmts of 3111, VICAR, PI(X
and commercial soft ware and develop ncw algorithms to create a swim of scicnt ific vi sualizat ions
of planetary surfi~ces and atmosp}mcs. ‘J’he SSV project plans to extend these early experiments,
and utilize kcy elements of 31)1, VICAR, PICS and Surveyor to proc]uce a system which provides
sciemt ist cent rolled virtual caroms for: (1) three-climensional pcrspcct ive viewing of large variable
rcsolut ion mosaics, and (2) “feature locked” time lapse images of atmospheric motion, ‘l’he system
wi] ] LJSe a global coordinate system with several different re.ndcring algorithms to provic]e for spmd
and quality ttadcoffs.
Scicn{ific objectives
“J’hc SSV project plans to create a set of scientist controlled virtual cameras (SCVC). ‘J’he
SCVC will allow scientists to organize and view p]anctary image data as scqucnccs of global maps.
Organizing, examining, and providing a complctc scientific analysis of the images rccordcd by a
spacecraft is a fund amcnt al problem in space scicncc. Understanding planetary surfaces and
atmospheres requires a global view of the surface classification, topography and atmospheric
dynamics, along with detailed studies of small-scale features and fcatmc dynamics. ‘1’hc challenge
of obtaining a degree of understanding of the basic physical processes at work is complicated by
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the need to compare this data with data from cxmputcr models and from other planetary missions.
“J”hirly years of highly successful planetary missions have provided data for a large number of
planetary images. Most of these images have been viewcc] by only a handful of people.. ‘J’he data
has been stored as single wavelength unprocessed images on magnetic lapc. Recently, some of the
data has been transferred to ~J1-ROM.
Global maps provide order and context while the. virtual caroms provide a natural intcrfiace for
conducting scientific investigations. “J’he. intent is to enhance the capabilities inherent in
visuali7,ation software dcvclopccl at JJ)l. and the USGS, and to host the resulting software on a
system which is compatible with the }Iome institution lmagc Processing Systems (} I1lPS), the
Space operations Planning computers (SOPQ and other systems rcaclily accessible to most
scientists.
Spacecraft imaging and camcm systems produce multi-spectral planetary image frames which
vary in size and resolution. llach frme. contains planetary images which vary in size and position
within the frame. “J’hcse variations are due to clifferences in planetary size, range, spacecraft
pointing, focal length and imaging system characteristics. llamcs taken at a great distance from
the p]anet wi]] contain oll]y a few pixe]s for the image of the p]at~et. ]ilalllCS taken at closest
approach may contain images of the planet which fill the entire frame. A typical planetary mission
will produce bctwccn ten thousand and oJ)e hundred thousand image fmms, in addition to the
imaging data, radiomctric and topographic data may also bc available. l’hc latter may be measured
by other spacecraft instramcnts or derived from photogranmct ry, photoclinomct ry, or spectral
analysis.
The frames have a natural order based on exposure time and spectral band. “J’he images may
also bc organized according to their positions expressed in planetary coordinates, ‘1’hc crcat ion of
global maps and mosaics is a natural method for organizing the images basccl on planetary
coordinates. Sequences of mosaics ordered either by time or spccwal band will then provide an
orderly progression through the image data. ~olor may bc USCC1 to combine data from multiple
spectral bands. Perspective views may be used to simultaneously clisJ~lay radiomctric or
topographic data with the imaging data on a clisplay surface. };xamination of the resulting data
requires that a scientist be able to control a time sequence of pcrsJ>cctivc viewpoints in a global
coordinate system to provide the aJJJwoJ>riatc image Jwcscntaticm.
‘J’hc sequence of global n~aJ~s described above is the natm~l way to view J~lanctary surfi~ces and
atmospheres. llisJ~laying high resolution n~aJ>s on a workstation with image pan and 7oonl
capability is the ideal method for presenting this data. ‘J”hc production of mosaics requires
considerable knowledge about the instrumnt and the mission, IJor[unate]y, the Regional Planetary
imaging IJacility (RPI1/), l>ata Restoration task, and Planetary IIata Systcm (PI]S) arc Jmscrving
this critical mission information, ‘J’hc SSV team is developing a series of high resolution global
nlaJ~s in collaboration with NASA flight J~roject teams, “J’hc dcvclopmemt of these maps and the
scientist virtual camera will greatly aid in the J]lanning of current and future solar system
exJ~loration missions.
Scicntis{ Confrollcd Virfual Cnmcra (SC\7C) l)csign lswcs
The SSV project intends to develop the. SW~ in a ~~~ac}~il~c-itldcJ~elldcllt fi~shion to provide
maximum accessibility to the science community. ‘J’hc user interfidce will first be dcvcloJ~cd on a
Silicon Graphics indigo-]1 workstation using the Unix oJ~crating system, Motif ancl X-Windows.
Motif and X-Windows will provide a standard disJl]ay environment which is supJ~or[ccl oJ~ many
different computer systems. We wiJl concentrate. on providing an it~~J~lcl~lcl~tatio~~ on a Silicon
Graphics workstation, but wc will also cxJmin~cnt with i~~l]~le~~~ct~tatioll on the SPARC- 10
workstations, ‘J’he development of the S~V~ on a scientific workstation requires several
sJJccializcd COlllJJOJICllt S. ‘J’hc first is harclware. A large frame buffer Jmovidcs the ability to hold a
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hwgc single mosaic or large number of individual map-projected images, A digital optical disk
allows the program to access mm larger collcc[icms of images although at lower speed than for
images in memory. A high speed image proccssi ng board provides spccdup of the comput at ions
and can provide hardware pan and 7,00n1 capability for 211 real time motion. A joystick, tmckbal],
spacebal] or glove provides the user with easy control of the. motion and orientation of the virtual
camera, We intend to provide a stereo display capability, creating one image for cac}~ eye. ‘1’hc
software will calculate the correct view for each eye from a single flight path,
The second component is the display and intcrfiacc software. “l’here are several ways to render
an image of a surface or three-dimensional object. ‘1’hese renderers produce different displays of
the object. ‘l’he simplest renderers produce wire frame representations of the outline of surfaces.
More complicated renderers produce shaded fi~cct rcprcsentat ions of the surfaces; ‘l’he best
renderers use geometric optics to trace rays and provide the most realistic representation of the
surfaces. A hierarchy of renderer is u scfu] so that the best renderer may bc selected for a given
app]icat ion. Wire frames are computations] 1 y the least expensive and can be implcmcntcd on lowcost workstations to allow the scientist to play with the camera tmjcctory and pointing in near real
time. once a trajectory is selected, the slower but more realistic renderers may be. used to produce
final products.
“1’hc third component is the data structure. Storing the same image at several different
rcso]utions in a multircso]ution pyramidal data structure can reduce the computational requirements
on the renderer by using lower resolution images for elements of the scene that arc fm from the
camera or are blurred by camera motion. It is not necessary or desirable to register and mosaic all
of the data into one large data set. I/or instance, the resolution, illumination and viewing angles
may change, and different overlapping images of the same area may satisfy different imaging
otijectivcs. It is only necessary to map-project the images into a standardized global coordinate
system to support three-dimensional perspective rendering on any portion of the original data.
Where data sets overlap, the images arc b]emdcd (ccmpositcd) following rules chosen by the user.
Global Scicnm M a p s
Global Science Maps (GSM) arc being created for all planets and satellites for which we have
data. ‘l’he size of the mosaics can bc expressed as the number of lines and samples in the mosaic.
l~or each line-sample location, 8 bits of storage arc required for each filter bane] rcprcscntcd.
l>igital J?]cvation Maps (IIIIM) registered to the image maps require a minimum of 16 bits of
stomge for each location. Often clevat ion information is on] y avai lablc at lower resolution than the
image data, ‘1’bus, a single 1000 by 4000 three-band (color) mosaic of Jupiter will require 12,
megabytes of storage. I/or case of comparison, approximate numbers arc used in the table below
(for Cxamp]c, the correct size for the 2.()() Jupiter mosaics is 965 ]ines of 39] 5 SLLINJ)]CS Cd), Wht3rC
the approximate value used in the table is 1()()() * 4000). Some examples of the GSMS bcinp,
created arc given in the table below:
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Number of 1.ines*
Number of Samples

IIcscription of Mosaics
——.—.————.,.—...—...-—. .—— —.. —. . . ..—-—— .●

—

.—

200 global mosaics showing daily variations
in Jupiter’s atmosphere.

1000 * 4000

●

]M)JtlJJiter illlages ofwidc]y varying rcso]lltioll,

●

30variable rcsoltltion i~~lages of NeJ~tlll~c's Grcatllark Spot,

1000 * 4000
800 * 800

1 global llloshic of"l'ritoll tlsillg iillages ofwide.lyviryillg
resolution.

5000 * 5000

lglobal n~osaicofVenus (MageJlan SAR)with
lower resolution topography.

7000 * 16000

●

●

1 2000* 23000

●

1 global map of Mars with topography for selected portions,

●

365 * 12 daily global low resolution nlaJ~s of the llarih’s 07,0nc.

400 * 400

b

1 variable resolution map of the coastal regions of ~alifornia

1 2000* 15000

-.—.

——

——— —._._ .-— —_—

—

Visualization of Venus using Magellan Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) lmagcs:
one of the most complete planetary global science maps is that which has been provided by the
MageJlan radar mapping mission to Venus, I/or the. past three years, the Magcllan spacecraft has
mapped over 99% of the surface of Venus, using a s ynthct ic aperture rad ars ystem to pcmetme. the
dense atmosphere of Venus. IJigure 3 describes the steps rcquircc] to process Magellan’s radar
signal and construct image mosaics and global mapping products.
l~igure 4 is an image mosaic of a portion of Western 1 listla Regio. C)verlayed on the radar
image is a blue line defining the eycpoint and look position, with two green lines clcfining the field
of view of our virtual camera systcm (the red rectangle defines the data used to crcatc the threcdimcnsional view). in }~igure 5, wc see a tl~re.c-dit~le~~siol~al perspective view of this same region
rendered in the computer using a ray casting program. ‘J’he viewpoint is located 725 kilomctm
(450 miles) southeast of Chla Mons at an elevation of 1.2 kilometers (().74 miles). Magellan
synthetic aperture radar data is combined with radar altimetry to develop a tl~ree-dil~~cJ~sioI~al map
of the surface. Ray casting is used to generate a perspective view from this map. ‘] ’he veriical
scale is exaggerated approximately 23 times, Simulated color and a digital elevation map developed
by the lJ.S. Geological Survey are used to enhance the small scale structure. ‘1’hc simulated hues
arc based on color images recorded by the Soviet Vcncra 13 and 14 spacecraft.
in J;igure 6, we see a portion of l,eda P]anitia, ‘1’his image illustrates the basic stratigraphy of
Vemus. ‘1’hc oldest terrains apJ~car as bright highly fractured highlands rising out of the plains.
‘1’he circular ring s(ruct ure is probabl y an impact crater formed before the plains lava embaycd and
covered the region, ‘l’he most recent activity in the region is volcanism t}~at produced the radar
bright flows seen in the upper right quadmnt of the image.
Supporting l~acilitics
“1’he work discussed in this paper uses (he computational and networking facilities at ~altcch
and J})l., Algorithm development and demonstration was carried out utilizing the Multi mission
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lnx-ige Processing 1.aboratory (Ml]’ ].) VAX computer cluster and the Digital lmagc Animation
1.aboratory (DIA1.) science workstations at J])]., ‘J’he I>IAI. has twenty Sol bournc (S PA R~- ] O
compatible) processors, along with special purpose video animation equipment and several
imagdgraphics display processors. Ml])]. and the 111A]. are operated as sub-nets of the JP1.
lntralabcmtory I meal Area Network (11 .AN), which in turn provides gateway service to the ~alteeh
CI’J’NJI”J’, and the NASA Science Network, ‘J’hc ~altcch CJ’J’NJH’ was used to provide connection
to the Division of Geological and Planetary Science Computing l;acility. ‘J’his facility provides
individual Silicon Graphics, SPA RC- 10 and MicroVAX science workstations connected to the
~altech VAX hyperct]be cluster. ‘J’his capability will be used to support the work carried out under
this proposal. “J’he Concurrent image Processing ‘J’estbccl is also connected to the network and
proviclcd additional image processing applications software.
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liigure 1.

nigh resolution image of Ncptunc’s Great IXwk Spot (GIJS) used to create a
''featllre locked' 'al~i~~latio~~ oftl]is storl~lsystc~~l. [JP1. #P-34988]

l;igmc 2.

Comparison of two views of Jupiter’s Cheat Red Spot, as imaged by the Voyager 1
and Voyager 2 spacecraft, [J]’]. #l I’-36749BC]

ltigure 3.

A description of the steps required to process Magcllan’s radar signal and construct
image mosaics and global mapping products, [JP1. # P-4 1959]

l;igure 4,

An image mosaic of a por[ion of Western IZistla Regio. “l’he blue line defines the
eycpoint and look position. “1’wo green lines define the field of view of our virtual
camera system, [JPI. # 1’-39092]

];igurc 5.

A three-dimensional perspcc[ivc view of the volcanic region displayed in I;igure 4.
The perspective view was rendered using a ray casting program, “1’he vcrlical scale
in the image has been cxaggcratc(i 10 times. Simulated color and a digital elevation
map are used to enhance small scale structure, [JPI. # P-382.1 8]

liigure 6.

A portion of l.eda Planitia, which illustrates the basic stratigraphy of Venus, ‘l”he
oldest terrains appear as bright highly fmcturcd highlands rising out of the plains.
[JP1. # P-39659(3

l;igure 7.

Magellan radar data was used to create this t}jrcc-clilllc~~sio]~al perspective view of
Maat Mons, an 8 kilcmwtcr (5 mile) high volcano. “1’he vertical scale in the image
has been exaggerated 10 times. Simulatccl color and a digital elevation map arc
used to enhance small scale. structure. [J1’1, # P-401 75]
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Nole to ICditor:

‘J’hc a r r o w s o n the back of the p h o t o g r a p h s
i n d i c a t e t h e top of the page. I’lease do no( orimt
the photographs in a different direction.
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